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0. Introduction

Let Γx be the configuration space over a finite dimensional Riemannian manifold
X, i.e.,

Γx := [γ C X I γ Π K is a finite set for every compact K c X]

equipped with the vague topology via the identification γ = ΣxeY

εχ In t3! a nat~
ural "differential geometry" was introduced on Γx via a canonical lifting procedure
that "lifts" geometric objects on X (as the tangent bundle TX, the Riemannian metric
( , ) T χ , the gradient V*, the divergence div*, etc.) to Γx. In [3] and the subsequent
papers [4], [5], [33], [34], [14], this "geometry" on Γx has been exploited to analyze
Dirichlet forms for various (mixed Poisson or Gibbs) measures μ on Γx and associ-
ated diffusion processes, to study their ergodic and spectral properties, identify the cor-

responding intrinsic metric on Γx, to prove a Rademacher theorem, to solve stochastic
differential equations for infinite interacting particle systems, etc. We refer to [31] for
a survey on these results. The present paper supplements the above papers and yields

substantial generalizations with completely new applications. Its main results can be
summarized as follows:

(1) As announced in all the above references, we provide a complete proof for the
existence of diffusions with state space Γx and associated with the Dirichlet
forms studied there. Such a proof was not given previously in sufficient gener-
ality and was so far only carried out in special cases (i.e., if X = Rd and the
underlying measure μ is a Gibbs measure of a certain type) by H. Osada [29]
and M. Yoshida [37] (but see also Remark 4.14 below). We thus supplement the
more recent papers mentioned above and extend the work initiated in [29] and
[37] developing a method which (cf. point (4) below) extends to even infinite
dimensional base manifolds X (such as loop spaces).

(2) We generalize the above lifting procedure to arbitrary square field operators
S( , •) acting on a space V of functions on X (replacing (Vx , V x )Γχ resp.

C0°(X)) to obtain square field operators SΓ acting on the corresponding finitely
based functions ^ΓC^°(T>) on Γx (cf. Subsections 1.2, 1.3). This yields (pre-)
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Dirichlet forms of type

γ(F, G) = I 5Γ(F, G) dμ F, G e ̂
Jrx

on L2(Γχ;μ) for e.g. probability measures μ on Γ*. We also replace X by an

arbitrary measurable space E and Γx by Γ#, i.e., the space of all multiple con-
figurations on E.

(3) We prove closability of the (pre-) Dirichlet forms on Γ* (or more generally on
ΓE) mentioned under (2) for a large class of measures satisfying a condition on
their associated Campbell measures (cf. Subsections 2.2, 2.3). We emphasize that
in contrast to [3, 4] and [31] we do not need an integration by parts formula.

(4) In case E is a metric space, we prove that the closures of the (pre-) Dirichlet
forms under (2) (provided the latter are closable) are quasi-regular on Γ^ in the
sense of [25], [8] under very general assumptions (cf. Subsection 4.3), if Γ# is
given a suitable topology (which is the vague topology in case E is locally com-
pact, cf. Section 3). As a consequence by the main result in [25], [8] (see also
[26]) we obtain the corresponding diffusions on Γ^ (cf. Subsection 4.4).

(5) We show in detail that (2)-(4) apply to the previously studied case where E =
X = Riemannian manifold (hence obtain the desired diffusions on Γx mentioned
under (1)), and also to the case E = £(RJ) = free loop space over Rd. Rd is,
however, equipped with a general elliptic metric (with bounded derivatives). We
also include a comprehensive exposition of the proof of the closability of the un-
derlying (pre-) Dirichlet form on £(R^), since the corresponding one in the orig-

inal paper [7] was a little sketchy. Based on this result we then show that the

lifted (pre-) Dirichlet form on Γ£(R</) (cf. (2)) is closable by the method men-
tioned under (3). As an application of (4) we then obtain corresponding diffu-
sions on Γ£(R</), i.e., infinite particle systems consisting of loops. We thus com-
plete a programme already announced as forthcoming work in [1, 2].

All the above results depend on (quite weak, checkable) conditions in terms of "down-
stairs" quantities on E, so are of a "lifted type". Doing this generalized lifting proce-
dure while assuming less structure on the base space E (i.e., assuming merely that E
is a measurable or metric space) we loose, of course, the nice geometric structure of
ΓE which was used essentially in e.g. [3, 4, 5] or [31]. However, as far as the Dirich-

let forms and diffusions on Γ^ are concerned, our framework is sufficient, and par-
ticularly designed for applications to cases where the base manifold is infinite dimen-
sional, e.g. E equal to £(RJ) or more general Finsler manifolds (cf. e.g. [17]).

As far as the measures μ on Γ# are concerned, to which the above applies, we
cover mixed Poisson measures and Ruelle type measures if E = X is a finite dimen-
sional Riemannian manifold (cf. Subsections 1.4.1, 2.4.1, 4.4.1). If E = £(Rd) we
only discuss Poisson measures on Γ^R^ in detail in this paper (cf. Subsections 1.4.2.,
2.4.2, 4.5.2). Corresponding Gibbs states will be treated in a forthcoming paper. One
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final aim is namely to construct infinite particle systems consisting of loops undergo-
ing very singular interactions.

We should also mention that, since the natural assumption on the underlying mea-
sures μ on ΓE is that they should only have first moments (cf. Subsection 2.1), in the
proof of quasi-regularity (cf. (4) above) we have to perform a careful study of square
field operators on L1 instead of L2. This is done in Subsection 4.2. One difficulty is
that the Banach-Alaoglu resp. Banach-Saks Theorems do not hold on L1.

The organization of this paper is apparent from the table of contents above. We
only would like to add that we have devoted the entire Section 3 to a precise analy-
sis of a suitable topology on ΓE, in case E is not locally compact. We also make a
comparison with another commonly used topology on ΓE (cf. the Appendix).

Finally, we would like to mention that the present paper is an extended version of
a preprint already finished in Spring 1997 which, in particular, is refered to in the ar-
ticles [3, 4]. All results have been presented in main talks on several conferences, e.g.
in Anogia at the Euro-Conference on "Dirichlet forms and their Applications in Geom-
etry and Stochastics" in June 1997 as well as at the Mathematical Sciences Research
Institute in Berkeley in November 1997 within the "MSRI-Year in Stochastic Analy-
sis", and in their final extended form at the Institute Henri Poincare in Paris in May
1998 at the main conference of the TMR-Project "Stochastic Analysis and its Appli-
cations".

1. Lifting of square field operators to configuration spaces

In this section we summarize some very simple considerations concerning the con-
struction of square field operators on configuration spaces, to be used below.

1.1. The framework Let (E, B) be a measurable space such that {x} e B for
all x e E and B is countably generated. For a β-measurable function / : E -> R and
a (positive) measure γ on (£, B) we use the notation

(1.1) (f,Y)' =ffdy

provided the integral makes sense. Below we fix Ek e B, k € N, such that

oo

(1.2) Ek C EM for all k e N and E = (J Ek.
k=l

Let M({Ek}) denote the set of all (positive) measures γ on (E,B) such that
γ(Ek)<oo for all k e N. Let ΓE := TE({Ek}) denote the set of all γ € M({Ek})
such that γ(A) e Z+ U {+00} for all A E B. By our assumption on (£, B) we have for
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all y eTE that

X =
Λcesuppy

where ε* denotes Dirac measure in c and suppy := {x e E \ χ({jc}) > 0} is countable.
ΓE is called (multiple) configuration space (over E, (£*)*eN)

Let ^({Ek}) denote the set of all bounded, β(E)-measurable functions / : E ->•
R such that there exists k e N such that / = 0 on Ec

k (where Ac := E \ A for A c E).
Let D := !)({£*}) be a linear subspace of ^({E^}) having the following property:
(V.I) φ(f{, . . . , fN) € V for all N e N; /,, . . . , fN e V and all φ e C°°(RN) with

φ(0) = 0.
Let S : T> x T> -> ^({E*}) be a bilinear map satisfying the following chain rule:
(S.I) For all N e N; / l f . . . , /„, gi, . . . , gN e V, and all φ,ψe C£°(R"); x e E

where ?̂o •= φ — ̂ (0, . . . , 0), ^o •= Ψ — Ψ(0, - » 0) and 3, := derivative w.r.t.
the /-th coordinate.

As usual we set S(f) := £(/, /), / € V.

REMARK 1.1. A bilinear form as 5 above (in particular, if it is symmetric and
positive definite) is called a square field operator (cf. e.g. [12]).

1.2. Test functions and lifting formula It is now very easy to "lift" S to the
following space fΓC^°(D) of functions on the configuration space Γ#:

(1.3) ^Q°°(P) := {#((/!, •), . . . , (/„, •)) I N G N; /i, . . . , fN e V,g e C

We defπ* for F := g F ( ( f l 9 •),..., (fN, •)), G := gG((gl, •),. . . , (gM, •)) e
and y e ΓE

(1.4) 5Γ(F,G)(χ)
N M

:= Σ Σ 8*'«/ι X> (f»> X» 8^σ(teι, X), - - - , <**, y»(S(Λ, ft ), X)
/=! 7=1

and SΓ(F) := SΓ(F, F). However, it is not clear immediately whether SΓ is well-
defined for F, G € fΓC^(V), i.e., independent of the representation of F, G : TE ->
R chosen in (1.4).
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1.3. Well-definedness We have the following

Lemma 1.2. Let F e FrC^(V), γ e Γ£, x e E. Then

E3y^ F(\E\[X} - γ + γ({x})εy) - F(lE\(x} -γ)eT>.

Furthermore, for all F, G e fΓC^(Ώ\ γ e ΓE)

(1.5) 5Γ(F, G)(y)

jc€suppy

G(lε\M Y + Y({x})ε.) -G(1E\M y)) (jc).

In particular, SΓ is well-defined by (1.4) on FΓC%°Φ) x FC^CD). (We note here
that the sum over x € supp γ has only a finite number of non-zero summands, since
γ € TE; F,Gε ?rC

Proof. If F = SF«/, , - ) , . . . , </„, •» e ^ΓCft°°(P), we have

E3y H

where for zi , . . . , ZΛ? € R

Y) + Y(W)zι ..... (fN,

Furthermore, if G = gc((g\, • ) , - • - . (gM, •)) e FrC%°(D), then the right hand side of
(1.5) is equal to

(with φr'*'γ, ψG-x'Y as above) which in turn by (S.I) is the same as

N M

Σ Σ Σ X(WΓ1a« ?F *'}'(/ι<*), - . . ,
ί=l 7=1

N M

/=! j=\

S(fi,gj}(χ)
N M

Σ Σ 3«*F«/ι X > . - (/*' X ) ) 9 j g β ( ( g ι , x), . , (gM, y»<S(/<, gy), x). Π
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REMARK 1.3. We note that by (1.4) (since 1 e .FΓC£

5(1, F) = S(F, 1) = 0 for all F e JFΓ

It is now easy to see that (5Γ, J^ΓC^°(P)) inherits a property similar to property

(S.I) of (S,£>).

Lemma 1.4. Let F},... , FN, G I , . . . ,GN e ^ΓC^(V\ φ, ψ e C%°(RN). Then

for all γ eΓε

(1.6) SΓ(φ(Fι, . . . , FN),
N

==£ Biφ(Fι(y), . . . , FN(γ)) a^(G,(y), . . . , GN(γ)) SΓ(Fh G, )(y).

Proof. Immediate by (1.4). D

REMARK 1.5. Let σ E M({Ek}). Suppose there exists N e B such that σ(N) = 0
and that for /, g e V, 5(/, #)(*) is only defined for x e Nc, and only on Nc equal
to a function in ^({E*}). If also (S.I) only holds for all x € Λfc, then nevertheless
5Γ(F, G)(y) is well-defined by (1.4) for all F, G € ^ΓC£°CD) and x e [γ e ΓE \
γ(N) = 0}. This follows from the proof of Lemma 1.2. Also the assertion of Lemma
1.4 then still holds for such γ. This is useful to realize, since μ({χ G Γ# | γ(N) >
0}) = 0 for all (positive) measures μ on (Γ£,σ(Λ^Λ \ A e B)) where NA := y(A)9

γ e ΓE, such that the measure

(1.7) B 3 A H> σμ(A) := f γ(A) μ(dy)
JrE

is absolutely continuous w.r.t. σ. Indeed, in this case for all k e N and Λ^ := N Γ\Ek

/

_
y(Nh) μ(dγ) = " μ((Y € ΓE I y(^) = n}).

π=0

Therefore, μ({y e Γ£ | y(Λ^) > 0}) = 0, hence μ({γ € Γ£ | y(Λ^) > 0} = 0. We shall
use this in our applications to the free loop space below.

1.4. Examples Throughout this paper we are mainly interested in the follow-
ing two case studies to which the above (and all results obtained in the following sec-
tions) apply: a) E := a (finite dimensional) Riemannian manifold, b) E := the free loop
space. A more comprehensive study of a large class of base spaces E including these
two will be done in a forthcoming paper.

1.4.1. Riemannian manifolds Let E be a finite dimensional Riemannian man-
ifold X with tangent bundle TX and inner product { , )τχ and let B be equal to its
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Borel σ-field B(X). Let Ek, k e N, be open, relatively compact subsets of X such that
the closure ~Ek of Ek is contained in EM for all k e N. Let V := Cg°(X), i.e., the set
of all infinitely differentiable real-valued functions on X with compact support. Define

S(f,g):=(Vxf,Vxg)τx f,geT>.

Then (5Γ, ,FΓC£°CD)) is well-defined on Γx by (1.4) and satisfies the chain rule (1.6).
1.4.2. The free loop space Let us recall the framework of [7]: Let g := (g/7 )

be a uniformly elliptic Riemannian metric with bounded derivatives over Rrf and

the corresponding Laplacian. Let /?,(*, y), jc, y G R^, t > 0, be the associated heat
kernel with respect to the Riemannian volume element. Let W(Rd) denote the set of
all continuous paths ω : [0, 1] -+ Rd and let £(Rd) := {ω e W(Rd) \ ω(0) = ω(l)},
i.e., £(Rd) is the free loop space over Rd. Let P* be the law of the bridge defined on
{ω e £(Rd) \ ω(0) = ω(l) = jc} coming from the diffusion on Rd generated by Δg and
let

(1.8) σ : = I Px

lPl(x,x)dx

be the Bismut/Hφegh-Krohn measure on £(Rd) which is σ-finite, but not finite. We
consider £(Rd) equipped with the Borel σ-field B(£(Rd)) coming from the uniform
norm || ||oo on £(Rd) which makes it a Banach space. The tangent space Tω£(Rd)
at a loop ω e £(Rd) was introduced in [20] as the space of periodical vector fields
Xt(ω) = τt(ω) h(t), t G [0, 1], along ω. Here τ denotes the stochastic parallel transport
w.r.t. σ associated with the Levi-Civita connection of (R^, g) and h belongs to the lin-
ear space Hω consisting of all absolutely continuous maps Λ : [0, 1] -> T^W* == R^
such that

(1.9) (Λ,*)«(0) := I *«<ϋ)(*'ω, h'(s)) ds + f \h(s)\2 ds
Jo Jo

< oo

and satisfying the holonomy condition τ\(ω)h(\) = Λ(0) (cf. [20] for details). Note that
if we consider £(Rd) as continuous maps from Sl to Rrf, this notion is invariant by
rotations of S1 and (1.9) induces an inner product on Tω£(Rd) which turns it into
a Hubert space. Below we shall also need the Hubert space Tω£(Rd) (D Tω£(Rd))
with inner product ( , )// which is constructed analogously but without the holon-
omy condition, i.e., Hω is replaced by H which denotes the linear space of all ab-
solutely continuous maps h : [0, 1] -> Tω(0)Rd = R^ satisfying (1.9). We note that
by the uniform ellipticity of g, H is indeed independent of ω G £(Rd) and the norms
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II L(0) •'= ( , )1(0)» ω € £(Rd), are all equivalent. Let FC™ denote the linear span
of the set of all functions u : £(Rd) -> R such that there exist k e N, / € C^((Rd)k)9

ί i , . . . ,ί j fe e [0, 1] with

Note that "̂C^0 is dense in L2(σ) :=(real)L2(£(R^);a). Let ^"C00, "̂C °̂ be defined
correspondingly with C°°((Rd)k) resp. ^((R^^) replacing (^((R^)*). We define the
directional derivative of u e FC00, u as in (1.10), at ω G £(Rd) with respect to
X(ω) e Tω£(Rd) by

k

(1.11) dhu(ω) := dxu(ω) := ̂ έ/, /(ω(/ι),... , ω(ίΛ)) Xί(.(ω)
/=ι

where h e H with X(ω) = (τί(ω)Λ(ί))ί€[o,i] and V, resp. rf, denotes the gradient (with
respect to g) resp. the differential relative to the ι'-th coordinate of /. Note that if we
consider M as a function on W(R^) then

(1.12) dxu(ω) = -u(ω + sX(ω))\s=0, ω e
ds

Hence 3χM is well-defined by (l.ll)(i.e., independent of the special representation of

Let for u e FC00 and ω 6 £(R*), Du(ώ) be the unique element in H such that
(Du(ώ), /0<u(θ) = dhu(ώ) for all h e H and let Du(ώ) be its (w.r.t. ( , )ω(θ)) orthogonal
projection onto //ω.

Since H is separable and consists of continuous functions on [0, 1] it follows by
the construction of the stochastic parallel transport that there exists N e B(£(Rd)) with
σ(N) = 0 such that both Du(ω) and Du(ώ) are defined for all ω e Nc and all u e
FC00. The measurability of ω \-+ Du(ω) will be discussed in Subsection 2.4.2 below.

For u e FC°° we have that for all ω e Nc

(1.13) ||DM(ω)L(0) < \\Du(ω)\\ω(0)

and if u(ώ) = f(ω(s\), . . . , ω(^)) then for all ω e Nc

k
(1.14) Du(ω)(s) = £ G(s, Si) τSi(ωΓlVif(ω(sl), . . . , ω(sk))

ι=l

where G is the Green function of —(d2/dt2) + 1 with Neumann boundary conditions
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on [0, 1], i.e.,

(1.15) G(s, u) = — ̂  - (eu+s~l +el-(u+s) + elu-sl~l +el-\u~s\).
2(ez - 1)

For M, υ e FC°° define

(1.16) S(w, v)(ω) := (Du(ω), Dυ(ω))ω(0)l ω

For k e N let Uk denote the open ball in Rd of radius k and define open subsets of
£(Rd) by

(1.17) Ek := {ω e £(R) \ ω(0) e Uk}.

Define T> to be the linear span of the set of all functions u : £(Rd) -> R of the
type specified in (1.10), but with t\ = 0. We note that υx - u e T> for all u e fC^
and υx(ω) := χ(ω(0)), ω e £(RJ), x e C^(Rd). Clearly, T> satifies (P.I) and by
(1.13), (1.14) we see that S(u, v) is equal to a function in fb({Ek}) on Nc. It follows
by (1.14) that (S,£>) satisfies (S.I) for all x e Nc. (This is even true with FC°° re-
placing Ί)\ Hence Remark 1.5 implies that 5Γ(F, G)(χ) is well-defined by (1.4) for
all F, G e FrC%°(V) and all γ e Γ£(R</) such that γ(N) = 0.

2. Closability of corresponding (pre ) Dirichlet forms

In this section we consider square field operators S on the base space E and their
"lifts" 5Γ to the configuration space ΓE as above. But we additionally assume min-
imum properties of S so that 5 itself and hence 5Γ lead to symmetric pre-Dirichlet
forms 8E and £Γ over E, ΓE respectively. In particular, we prove that closability of
(a "weighted version" of) 8E implies the closability of £Γ for a large class of refer-
ence measures. Examples and applications are discussed at the end of this section. Let
(E,β), (£*)*€N, (S,V) (with properties (P.I), (S.I)) and Γ£, (5

Γ,^ΓC^(P)) be as
in Section 1.

2.1. Corresponding pre-Dirichlet forms Below we assume that (5, V) satisfies
the following additional conditions:
(5.2) S(/, /)(*) > 0 for all / € £>, x e E.
(5.3) S(/, g)(x) = S(g, /)(*) for all /, g e P, x e E.

Lemma 2.1. (SΓ, ̂ ΓC£°(£>)) inherits properties (S.2), (S.3), Le.9

(2.1) SΓ(F, F)(χ) > 0 for all F e FΓC™(V\ γ e Γ£,

and

(2.2) SΓ(F, G)(χ) = SΓ(G, F)(χ) /or α// F, G G ^ΓC°°CD), y e f £.
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Proof. (2.1) follows from (1.5), and (2.2) also by (1.5) or by (1.4). D

Let σ e M({Ek}\ Define

(2.3) εξ (/, g) := 5(/, g)(x) σ(dx)\ f,geT>.
JE

As before, once we have fixed σ it is enough to assume that (S.I), (S.2), (S.3) hold
for all x outside a σ-zero set (cf. Remark 1.5 for details).

Let #(f£) := σ({NA \ A e B}) (cf. Remark 1.5) and let μ be a probability mea-
sure on (Γf, B(ΓE)) satisfying the following condition:
(μ.l)fTEy(Ek)μ(dy)«x> for all k e N.
Then for any / € Γb([Ek})

(2.4) f ( \ f \ , y ) μ(dy)<oo,

hence we may define

(2.5) ε£(F, G) := f_ SΓ(F, G)(y) μ(rfχ); F, G e Λ
JΓ£

Let Pσ (resp. FVC™^(U)) denote the σ-classes (resp. the μ-classes) determined by
Ό (resp. TYC™(D^). Suppose that the following condition (S.σ) (connecting S and σ)
holds:
(S.σ) 5(/, g) = 0 σ-a.e. for all /, g e V such that / = 0 σ-a.e.
Then ε% can be defined (representative- wise) on Ί)σ xT>σ, hence (£<f , £>σ) is a positive
definite symmetric bilinear form on L2(E;σ) (:= (real)L2(£;β;σ)). Likewise, suppose
that the following condition (5Γ.μ) (connecting 5Γ and μ) holds:
(SΓ.μ) 5Γ(F, G) = 0 μ-a.e. for all F, G e fvC^(V) such that F = 0 μ-a.e.
Then (f^,^"rC^°'M(I>)) is a positive definite symmetric bilinear form on L2(Γ£;μ)

For the notions "closable", "closure" and "Dirichlet form" appearing in the next
proposition we refer to [25, Chap. I, Sect. 3 and 4].

Proposition 2.2. (i) If condition (S.σ) holds then, (£* ,Vσ) is a pre-Dirichlet
form on L2(E\σ) (i.e., if (£<f , Ί)σ) is densely defined and closable on L2(£";σ), then
its closure (8% , £>(£<f)) is a Dirichlet form).

(ii) If condition (5Γ.μ) holds, then (£ ,̂ J"ΓC^°'μ(P)) is a pre-Dirichlet form on

Proof. Both assertions (i) and (ii) follow by (S.I) resp. Lemma 1.4 directly from
[25, Chap. I, Proposition 4.10] (see also [25, Chap. II, Excerise 2.7]). D
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2.2. A class of measures on configuration space We still consider the situa-
tion of Subsection 2.1 (i.e., conditions (DA), (S.1)-(S.3) are still in force and σ e
M({Ek\), but assume, in addition, that the probability measure μ on (Γ^, B(ΓE)) with
property (μ.l) satisfies the following condition (μ.σ) w.r.t. σ:
(μ.σ) There exists a B(ΓE) <8> S-measurable function p:ΓE x E -> R+ such that for all

S-measurable functions h:ΓE x E -» R+

I h(γ,x)γ(dx)μ(dy)= f f h(γ + εx, x) P(γ,x)σ(dx) μ(dγ).
TE JE JTE JE

REMARK 2.3. (i) The left hand side of the equality in condition (μ.σ) is just the
integral of h w.r.t. the so-called Campbell-measure of μ (see e.g. [28] and the refer-
ences therein).

(ii) There are many examples for which condition (μ.σ) is satisfied. In particular,
it holds for Gibbs measures in which we are specially interested. We refer to Subsec-
tion 2.4 below for details and references.

(iii) Condition (μ.σ) implies that the mean or intensity measure σμ of μ is abso-
lutely continuous w.r.t. σ, more precisely

μ(A) := f yW μtfy)= [ UOO ί P(y,
«/Γ£ ./£ ,/ΓE

The following is a generalization of [14, Theorem 5.1] (see also [31, Theorem 6.9]).
The proof, however, after our preparations is more or less the same. We include it for
the reader's convenience.

Theorem 2.4. Let (S,X>), (SΓ,«FΓC£°CD)), σ e M([Ek}\ and μ be as above
(so that conditions (DΛ\ (S.1)-(S.3), (μ.l), (μ.σ) are satisfied). Then the following
assertions hold.
(i) Let F, G e «FΓC£°(£>). Then

(2.6) ί SΓ(F,G)(γ)μ(dγ)
JτE

S(F(γ + e.) - F(y), G(y + e.) - G(y)) p(y ,=/-/J I E J E>

(ii) Suppose that for μ-a.e. γ G Γ^ condition (S.σγ) (i.e., (S.σ) with σ replaced
by σγ := p(γ, •) σ) holds. Then condition (5Γ.μ) holds as well and hence

is well-defined and a pre-Dirichlet form on L2(ΓE;μ).
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Proof, (i): By (1.4) and condition (μ.σ), if F = gF((fι, •),..., {/AT, •)), G

£σ((£ι, •),•••, (£M , •», we have

(2.7) jί 5Γ(F, G)(χ) μ(Jχ)
JrE

N M

fygF((fi, y>. - - , (Λr, X» 9;gσ((gι. X>. . (gM* X»

Λf

,χ) + /ι(αr),... ,(Λr,χ> +

, X) +£ι(*), . . - , (gΛ/, X)

By (S.I) the latter is clearly equal to the right hand side of (2.6). (We note that be-

cause of (X>.1), F(y +ε.) - F(χ) and G(χ + ε.) - G(y) are both in P).
(ii): If F G F^C^CD) such that F = 0 μ-a.e., then by condition (μ.σ) for all

fceN

(2.8) 0 = / γ(Ek) |F(y)| μ(dy)

βχ)\ σγ(dx) μ(dy).

Since A; e N was arbitrary, it follows that for μ-a.e. γ e ΓE

F(y + εx) = 0 for σx-a.e. x e E,

hence for μ-a.e. γ e Γ^

F(χ + £jt) - F(χ) = 0 for σx-a.e. x G E.

Since by assumption (S.σx) holds for μ-a.e. γ e Γ#, this implies that the right hand
side of (2.6) applied to F := G is zero, hence by (2.6)

SΓ(F, F) = 0 μ-a.e.,

and the assertion follows by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Proposition 2.2 (ii).
D

2.3. Lifting of closability In this subsection we additionally assume that for μ-
a.e. y G ΓE condition (S.σx) and, furthermore, that the following condition (C) holds:
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(C) There exists a σμ-integrable function w : E -> (0, 1] such that (f^ ^O de-
fined by

££,,(/. 8) := / S(f, g) w dσγ; f,ge V*,
JE

is closable on L2(E\wσγ) for μ-a.e. γ e ΓE.

REMARK 2.5. By conditions (μ.l), (μ.σ) it immediately follows that there exists
N € B(TE) such that μ(N) = 0 and σγ e M({Ek}) for all γ e Nc. Therefore, in (C)

Cσx</ /) < oo for all / e P% γ e Nc.

We are now prepared to prove the main result of this subsection, whose proof is an
adaption of [14, Theorem 6.3] resp. [31, Theorem 6.13] to our more general situation
here.

Theorem 2.6. Let (5, P), (5Γ, ^ΓC£°(£>)), σ e M({Ek}\ and i^as above (so
that conditions (DΛ\ (S.1)-(S.3), (μ.l), (μ.σ), (S.σx) for μ-a.e. γ e ΓE) and condi-
tion (C) are satisfied). Then (S^frC™^(D)) is closable on L2(ΓE;μ). In particular,
iffΓC™'μ(D) is dense in L2(Γ£;μ), then its closure (έ£, />(££)) is a Dirichlet form
onL2(TE'9μ).

Proof. Let (Fπ)n€N be a sequence in «FrC£°iM(D) such that Fn -* 0 in L2(Γ£;μ)
as n -> oo and

(2.9) ε^Fn-F^Fn-Fn) — » 0.
^ n,m-> oo

We have to show that

(2.10) ££(F F ) 0
^ A:->oo

for some subsequence (fljOjteN Let (n t)^eN be a subsequence such that

l/2α \ ι

F2

nk dμj + ££(/^, - FΛ 4 f F ,̂ - F^)1/2 < - for all k e N.

Then

00

Jt=l
1/2\1

σγ(dx)
/
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where we used (2.6). Consequently,

(2.12) £ ££(«<£, - •#>, «<£ - <>)'/2 < oo for μ-a.e. x € TE,
A=l

where for & e N, y e Γ^

!#>(*) := Fπ,(y + £,) - FΛ4(y), jc € £.

(Recall that unk e V by (P.I)). (2.12) and the fact that w from condition (C) is
bounded, imply that for μ-a.e. y € Γ^

CLAIM 1. For μ-a.e. y e Γ^

r _
w dσv -—> 0.

To prove Claim 1 we first note that for μ-a.e. γ e

w dσγ < oo

as follows immediately from condition (μ.σ) (taking h(γ,x) := w(x) for x e £, y
Γβ), since w; G Ll(E',σμ). Therefore, for μ-a.e. γ eΓE

(2.14) Fk(γ) w dσγ = F ( y ) u; rfσx 0.

Furthermore, by (μ.σ)

£ / Fn

2

έ(y + εx) u;(jf) σy(rfjc)
JrE JE

= ί Fnk(Y) ί t 7 f̂ - 7TJτE

 k JE 1 + (w, y) - u;(*)

< £ F^ (y)
JrE

' 2* '

since the integral w.r.t. y is dominated by 1 for all y e Γ# and because of (2.11).
Hence

, r r

ί y_ ^ F£
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1/2r °° / c \1/2

^ / Σl / F2k(Y+εx)w(x)σγ(dx)} (1 + (", X))"
JΓE^\JE /

But (w, γ) < oo for μ-a.e. x e ΓE, since w e L!(£;σμ). Hence we conclude that for
μ-a.e. γ e ΓE

(2.15) f ( χ + *,) ti OO σγ(dx) — * 0.
,/ K— >OO

Now Claim 1 follows by (2.14) and (2.15).

CLAIM 2. For μ-a.e. γ eΓE

To prove Claim 2 we note that by Claim 1 and (2.13) assumption (C) implies that
for μ-a.e. γ e Γ#

εE (u(γ} M(X)) — > o
°wσxl Λ* ' M π A \^Γ«)U

Hence Claim 2 follows from (2.12) since w > 0.
From Claim 2 we now easily deduce (2.10) by (2.6) and Fatou's Lemma as fol-

lows:

SfrFn*, Fnk) < I liminf f S(u(^ - u(^)(x) σγ(dx) μ(dy)
«/Γf *~*OO J £

< liminf ετ(Fnt - Fnι, Fnt - Fnι),
/-> oo ^

which by (2.9) can be made arbitrarily small for k large enough. D

REMARK 2.7. (i) All above results are obviously valid in the more general situ-
ation described in Remark 1.5.

(ii) If (ετ

μ,F
vC™'μ(V)) is closable on L2(Γ£;μ), then 5Γ extends to all of

£>(££) x £>(££). We shall use this fact below without further notice.

2.4. Examples
2.4.0. Poisson measures Let σ e M({Ek}) and μ := πσ be the Poisson mea-

sure on (ΓE,B(ΓE)) with intensity σ, i.e., πσ is the unique probability measure on
(ΓE, B(ΓE)) such that

f e(M π(2.16) e πσ(dγ) = e

e - σ for all / e Fb({Ek}\
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Then it is well-known that μ := πσ satisfies conditions (μ.l) (since σμ - σ) and (μ.σ)
with p(γ, x) - 1 for all x G E, γ e Γ^. Condition (μ.σ) is just the so-called Mecke
identity (cf. [27, Satz 3.1]) in this case.

2.4.1. Rίemannian manifolds Consider the situation described in Subsection
1.4.1 with (Ek)keN and (S,D) as given there, and let σ be any positive Radon mea-
sure on (X, B(X)). Clearly, conditions (S.2) and (S.3) hold in this case.
a) μ := πσ

Then Theorem 2.4 (i) applies and, clearly, if every x e suppσ (:= the largest
closed subset A of X such that σ(X \ A) = 0) is an accumulation point of suppσ \ {*}
(which is e.g. the case if σ is absolutely continuous w.r.t. m), then condition (S.σ)
holds. Hence Theorem 2.4 (ii) applies.

In order to satisfy condition (C), e.g., the following condition will do:
(σ.ra) There exists p := dσ/(dm), where m is the volume element on X, such that

either
(i) </p e Hfa(X',m) (i.e., ^/p is locally in the Sobolev space of order 1 in

L2(X;m)).
(ii) For m-a.e. x e [p > 0} there exists ε > 0 such that

ί 1
I m(dy) < oo

J{y\\y-x\<ε] POO

(cf. [25, Chap. II, Subsections la) and 2a)] whose results immediately generalize to
manifolds). Condition (σ.m) implies that (C) holds for any continuous strictly posi-
tive w : X -» (0, 1], which is σ-integrable, and hence Theorem 2.6 applies. Since,
clearly, Ί) is dense in L2(X;σ) and J^ΓC^(T>) is dense in L2(Γx;πσ), the closures
(£*,D(£*)) and (££,/)(££)) are Dirichlet forms on L2(X;σ) , L2(Tx;πσ) respec-
tively.
b) μ := Gibbs measure

This case has been discussed in all detail in [14, Sect. 6], and, in particular, in
[31, Sect. 6] to which we refer for definitions and exact conditions (which are gener-
ally very weak) implying that Theorems 2.4 and 2.6 apply in these cases. Here again
w : X ~> (0, 1] can be taken to be any continuous strictly positive function, which is
σμ-integrable. In particular, we generalize the closability results in [29] and [37] (cf.
[31, Remark 7.5]).

2.4.2. The free loop space Consider the situation described in Subsection 1.4.2
with (£*)*eN and (S,£>) as given there. Clearly, conditions (S.2), (S.3) hold in this
case. Then by the definition (see (1.8)) of σ we have that σ e M({Ek\). In order
to define S* (with E := £(Rd)) by (2.3) we first have to show that ω h+ S(u, v)(ω) is
β(£(Mί/))-measurable for all u, v e Ί). We shall, in fact, prove more, namely that we
can construct the direct integral of Hω, ω e £(RJ), i.e.,

Hω σ(dω),
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in the sense of [13, Chap. II, Sect. 1] and that Du e H for all u e V. To this end
we first note that for all ω e Nc (cf. Subsection 1.4.1 for the definition of N) every
h e H has a unique decomposition

(2.17) h(t) = h(ώ)(t) + a(ώ) ί, t e [0, 1],

with a(ώ) := h(l) - τι(ω)"lh(0) and h(ώ)(t) := h(t) - a(ώ) - 1. Clearly, h(ώ) e Hω.
Furthermore, obviously (since τ\(ω) is a bijection)

Hω Π {[0, 1] 3 t H> a / I a e Rd] = {0},

and both these subspaces of H are closed w.r.t. || ||ω(0). Hence the map Pω : H -> Hω

defined by

Pωh := h(ω), heH,

with h(ώ) as in (2.17) is continuous. Defining Pω : H -> Hω by Pω := 0 for ω e N,
we obtain that for all h\, h2 € H

is β(£(Rί/))-measurable.

Now let [hn e H \ n e N} be a dense set in H (w.r.t. || ||ω(o); recall that || ||ω(0),
ω e £(Rd), are all equivalent). Then {Pωhn \ n e N} is a dense subset of Hω (w.r.t.
|| ||ω(0)). Setting hn(ω) := Pωhn for ω e Nc and hn(ώ) := 0 for all ω e N, n e N, we
obtain that for all n, m e N

3 ω

is β(£(Eί/))-measurable. We fix (/zn(ω))neN, ω e £(RJ), for the rest of this section.

Now we define a measurable field of vectors 9JΪ in the sense of [13, Chap. II] as fol-

lows: let 9JI be the set of all maps ("sections") V : £(Rd) -> \JωeC(Rd) H*» such tnat

V(ω) € Hω (where Hω := {0} for ω e N) and for all n € N

is β(£(Rί/))-measurable. Let

r®
(2.18) H := / Hω σ(dώ)

JC(Rd)

be the corresponding direct integral of (Hω,( , )ω(θ))ωe£(Kί/) m me sense of
Chap. II, Sect. 1], i.e., all V e OJl such that

(2.19) I I V I & := f \\V(ω)\\2^ σ(dώ) < oo.
^£(Rί/)
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Note that by an obvious variant of the classical Riesz-Fischer theorem
(W, || I!?*) is complete. Let Πω : H -> Hω denote the (w.r.t. ( , )ω(0)) orthogonal
projection. Then, clearly,

3 ω H* (ΠωΛ, /zn(ω))ω(0) = (A,

is β(£(Rί/))-measurable for all h e # , n € N. That is, ω H» Πωh belongs to 9JI.
Hence for u e P it easily follows from (1.14) that ω h-> Du(ώ) = T\ω(Du(ώ)) belongs

to Wl. Since σ € ΛΊ({£*}), (1.14) implies that

(Du(ώ), Du(ω))ω(^ σ(dώ) < oo.

Since for all ω e Nc

(Du(ώ), Du(ώ))ω(ϋ} < (Du(ώ),

we hence conclude that also ω \-+ Du(ώ) is in H for all u e T>. So, we may define
(as in (2.3))

£f (M, υ) := / 5(w, υ)Jσ; u,υ eT>.

Next, let us show that (S.σ) holds. We recall the following result from [23, 24] (see
also [19] for another proof) which we need below in an essential way.

Proposition 2.8. For all n e N there exists βn e Πp>ι ^p(^(Rί/);σ) such that
for all u,v eT>

(2.20) 3hn(ω)u(ω) v(ω) σ(dω)

= - I u((D)dhn(ω)V(ώ) σ(dώ)- I u(ώ)υ(ώ)βn(ω) σ(dώ)

where dhn(ω) is defined by (1.11) with h replaced by hn(ώ).

As an immediate consequence we obtain:

Lemma 2.9. Condition (S.σ) holds. In particular, S respects σ -classes ofT> and
,T>a) is a well-defined positive definite symmetric bilinear form on L2(£(RJ);σ).

Proof. Let M I , M2 € P such that MO := «ι - M2 = 0 σ-a.e. Let n e N. Then by
Proposition 2.8 for all n e N, v e T>,

v(ώ) σ(dώ) = 0 .
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Since V is dense in L2(£(Rd); σ), it follows that aMω)wo(ω) = 0 for σ-a.e. ω e
Hence for all n e N and σ-a.e. ω e

(2.21)

= (Du0(ω),hn(ω))

= 0.

Therefore, DMO = 0 as an element in Ή. Thus, S(MO, υ) = 0 σ-a.e. for all v eT>. D

Next we show that (£<f , £>σ) is closable on L2(£(RJ); σ). In fact, this was claimed
already in [7], but the proof was a little sketchy. So, we give the details here.

Proposition 2.10. (i) (£*, £>σ) is closable on L2(£(RJ);σ).
(ii) // (ζf, £>(£*)) ώπoίw ί/ie closure of (ξf, £>σ) on L2(£(Rί/); σ) and if w e D(S*\
w bounded, w > 0 σ-α.^., f/z*?/z «to (S^.a,V

a) is closable on L2(£(R<*); u; σ).

Proof, (i): Let un e T>9 n e N, such that un -> 0 in L2(£(Rrf);σ) as n -> oo
and S*(un - um, un - um) -> 0 as n, m -> oo. Since (W, || - ||w) (cf. (2.18), (2.19)) is
complete, there exists V € H such that

lim ||DMjln->oo

We have to show that

(2.22) V = 0 (as an element of H).

But by (2.21) and Proposition 2.8 for all k e N, u e V

I (
J \

= lim /
n^°°J

= lim I u
n->oo J

u(ώ)hk(ω), V(ω) σ(dώ)
ω(0)

(ω), Dun(ώ) σ(dώ)
/ω(0)

(ω)dhk(ω)un(ω) σ(dώ)

/ ί dhk(ω)U(ω) + u(ω)βk(ώ)\ un(ώ) σ(dώ)

= 0.

But, clearly ω H> u(ώ) hk(ω\ k e N, u e £>, form a total set in H. So, (2.22) follows,
(ii): By assertion (i) and by approximation (2.20) extends to all u e D(£<f). Re-

placing u in (2.20) by u w (e V(S^)) and using the product rule, we obtain that
(2.20) holds for the measure w σ instead of σ with βn replaced by βn + dhn(.)W/w.
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Now the assertion follows by exactly the same arguments as in the proof of assertion

(i). Π

Let now μ := πσ be the Poisson measure on Γ^ with intensity measure σ. By
Subsection 2.4.0 we know that (μ.l) and (μ.σ) are satisfied with σγ = σ for all
γ e ΓE. So, if (5r,^rC^°(P)) is defined by (1.4) (i.e., as in Subsection 1.4.2), then
Theorem 2.4 applies. Furthermore, by [9, Lemma 5.2.1] there exists a strictly positive,
bounded continuous function w e £>(£<f). Hence, by Proposition 2.10 also (C) holds.
Hence also Theorem 2.6 applies to (££,«FΓC£° μ(P)) given by (2.5).

REMARK 2.11. (i) So far, we have only considered the case μ = Poisson mea-
sure πσ. Similarly, we can consider mixed Poisson measures here (and likewise in
Subsection 2.4.1), i.e.,

μ = I πz(

where λ is a probability measure on (R+, β(R+)) such that

Z λ(έ/z) < 00.

(ii) We can also consider Gibbs measures on Γ£(R</). Candidates for such have
been constructed in [21]. But the claim made in the latter reference that they are ac-
tually Gibbs measures is yet unproved, since the proof for this given there contains a
substantial gap. More details on this will be discussed in [6].

3. Topology for configuration spaces

Our next aim is to find conditions (e.g. on (£<f, D(£,f))) that imply the quasi-
regularity of (f£, £>(££)) on ΓE. For this we need a separable topology on Γ^ which
can be metrized by a complete metric. The construction thereof is the purpose of this
section.

3.1. A metric on M(E) In this section we assume that (E, p) is a separable
metric space. Let B(E) denote the corresponding Borel σ-field and Bb(E) the set of all
bounded β(/immeasurable real functions on E. Let M(E) denote the set of all finite
positive measures on B(E), and M\(E) the subset of M(E) consisting of all proba-
bility measures. Recall that the Prohorov metric p on M\(E) for γ\,γ2 £ M\(E) is
defined by

(3.1) p(yi, χ2) := inf{£ > 0 | Yl(A) < y2(Aε) + ε for all A e B(E)}

where Aε := {x e E \ p(x, A) < ε}. It is known that p induces the topology of
weak convergence which is separable since (E, p) is separable, p is equivalent to the
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following metric β

(3.2) 0(Xl, χ2) := sup J / fdYl - j f dγ2 fe Bb(E) such that \\f\\BL < 1 J

where \\f\\BL :=suPjceE \f(x)\+*upx¥y \f(x)-f(y)\ρ(x,yΓl See e.g. [15, Sect. 11.3]
for details.

Below for any #(£>measurable function / on E and any Borel measure γ on E
we write f(γ) := / / dγ provided the integral makes sense. For A e B(E) and ε > 0,
we set

(3.3) gA,e(x) := yl-(ε - p(x, A) Λ ε) , Vjc 6 E.

We now define for χι, χ2 e M(E)

(3.4) A)(Xι, χ2) := sup{||A.β(yi) - f A,β(Xz)l I A e β(E), e > 0}.

Note that in (3.4) it is enough to take the supremum over all closed subsets A of E

since gA,ε = 8A,ε f°r aN ^ 6 #(£) (here A stands for the closure of A).

Lemma 3.1. If γ\, χ2 e M\(E), then

p(Yι , X2) < 2 po(Xι , X2)1/2 ««^ P0(χι , χ2) < )3(χι , χ2) < 2 p(χι , χ2).

Proof. See the proof of Theorem 11.3.3. and Corollary 11.6.5 in [15]. D

Theorem 3.2. po is a metric on M(E) and the pQ-topology coincides with the
(separable) topology of weak convergence on M(E). Moreover, PQ is complete on
M(E) if p is complete on E.

Proof. Obviously po is symmetric and satisfies the triangle inequality. Moreover,
PQ has the following properties:

(3.5) A)(Xι + X3, X2 + Xs) = A)(Xι , Xz), for all χι , χ2, χ3 € M(E)\

(3.6) p0(c X! , c χ2) = c A)(χι , χ2), for all χι , χ2 € M(E), c e R+;

(3.7) A>(Xi, X2) > Ixι(^) - X2(£)l, for all χt, χ2 e Λ<(£);

(3.8) p0(cιχ, c2χ) = |d - c2\γ(E)9 for all d, c2 e R+, y €

Indeed, (3.5) and (3.6) can be verified straightforward. (3.7) is verified by noticing that
gε,ε = ε/(l+e) for all ε > 0, which also implies (3.8). Suppose now A)(χι, X2) = 0. By
(3.7) we have γ\(E) = χ2(£). Without loss of generality we may assume χι(£) = c >
0. Let γ[ - c~lγ\, and γ'2 - c~lγ2. Applying (3.6) and Lemma 3.1 we see that γ[ - γ'2,
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consequently γ\ = χ2» which shows that po is a metric on M(E). In the remainder of
the proof we fix a probability measure μ e M\(E). For any element γ e .M(E) we
set y* := (y -I- μ)/(γ(E) + 1). Then applying (3.5H3.8) we see that the following two
statements are equivalent:

(a) Po(X>n X) — > 0 when n -» oo,
(b) Po(χ*, X*) — » 0 and γn(E) —+ γ(E) when n -> oo.
But by Lemma 3.1 the above statement (b) is equivalent to
(c) γ* converges weakly to γ* and γn(E) — > γ(E).
Consequently, (a) is equivalent to γn converges weakly to y. In other words, the po-
topology coincides with the topology of weak convergence on M(E).

Suppose now (£", p) is complete. Then by Lemma 3.1 J\Λ\(E) is a po-dosed sub-
set of M(E). Let yn, n e N, be a po-Cauchy sequence in M(E). Then y,f, n e N,
is a po-Cauchy sequence in M\(E) and γn(E), n e N, is a Cauchy sequence of real
numbers. Let y# be the limit of γ% and c be the limit of yn(£), n € N, respectively.
Then γn — > c γ* weakly. Thus po is complete. D

—n— >oo

Corollary 3.3. There exists a countable family of pairs (Aj,Sj), j € N, with Aj
being closed subsets of E and Sj strictly positive numbers such that for all γ,γ' €
M(E)

(3.9) po(χ, y') = sup \gAj^(γ) - g A J t β J ( γ ' ) \ .
j

Proof. Let {y/ | / e N} be a countable dense subset of M(E). For each pair
(YhYm) we can find a sequence of pairs (A/ ϊ W f Π ,ε/ f W f l l ) n € N with Λ/ f W ι Π being closed
subsets of E and £/ιm,π being strictly positive numbers such that

Rearrange {(A/,m,n, ε / t W f Π) | /, m, n e N} by {(A, , ε7 ) | y e N}. Then (Aj, ε, ), y e N, is
as desired. D

3.2. {£fc}-vague topology From now on we shall deal with locally finite Borel
measures on a separable metric space E. Recall that a positive Borel measure v on E
is said to be locally finite if for each x e E there exists an open neighbourhood U
of x such that v(U) < oo. If E is complete, every locally finite Borel measure is a
Radon measure on E (cf. [35]).

Let us call (£"jO*eN an exhausting sequence if (£*)*€N ^s an increasing sequence of
open sets such that U*€N &k - E. (£*)*€N will be called a well-exhausting sequence
if, in addition to the above property, there exists a sequence (<5*)*€N of strictly positive
numbers such that

(3.10) E%cEM, V f c e N .
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Let (Ek)keN be an exhausting sequence. We shall write γ e M({Ek}) if y is a positive
Borel measure and γ(Ek) < oo for all k e N. Note that γ is locally finite if and only
if γ e M.({Ek}) for some exhausting sequence (Ek)k€^. If, in addition, E is locally
compact, then we can find a well-exhausting sequence (£*)*eN such that any locally
finite measure γ is in M({Ek}). In the general case we have the following result:

Lemma 3.4. For any exhausting sequence (AjO*€N> there exists a well-exhausting
sequence (£jO*eN such that

M({Ak}) c M({Ek}\

Proof. Let Ek := {x € E \ P(JC, AJ) > 1/2*}, and let δk := 2~(*+1). Then Ek C Ak

and (3.10) is fulfilled for each k. Hence one can check that (£*)*€N is as desired.
D

From now on we fix a well-exhausting sequence (£*)*€N For example, Ek := { c €
E I P(X,XQ) < k} for some fixed point XQ e E. We shall write / € Co([Ek}) if f e
Cb(E) and supp/ C Ek for some * € N. Note that if / € C0({£*}), then /(y) is
well-defined for all y € M({Ek}\

DEFINITION 3.5. Let y, γn e jVi({£jt}), n € N. We say that (yπ)n<=N converges
{Ek} -vaguely to y, if

(3.11) |/(yπ) - /(y)| — » 0 , V/ e CQ({Ek}).

Note that if E is a locally compact space and Ek is relatively compact for all £,
then M({Ek\) is exactly the family of all Radon measures on E and [Ek]- vague con-
vergence coincides with the usual vague convergence for Radon measures. In this case
it is well-known that there is a complete metric on M([Ek}) which induces the vague
topology (which is separable). However, we have to modify this metric to cover non-
locally compact spaces E, as we shall do below.

By our assumption (Ek)keN is a well-exhausting sequence, hence there exists a se-

quence of positive numbers (£*)*€N satisfying (3.10). We set φk := ((1 + δk)/δk)gEk,δk

(cf. (3.3)), fix a function ζ e C£°(R) such that 0 < ζ < 1 on [0, oo), ζ(t) = t on
[-1/2, 1/2], ζ' > 0, ζ " < 0, and define for y1? y2 e M({Ek})

(3.12) p(yι, y2) := supc* ζ(MΦk Ύ\,Φk
*€N

where ck e R+, k e N, such that limjt_>oo ck = 0.

Theorem 3.6. p is a metric on M({Ek}\ the corresponding induced topology
is separable and a sequence converges w.r.t. this topology if and only if it converges
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(Ek}-vaguely. Moreover, p is a complete metric on M({Ek\) if p is complete on E.

Proof. Suppose that p(γ\, 72) = 0 for some χι, χ2 € M({Ek}). Then φk-γ\ = ΦkΎ2
for all k G N. Letting k — > oo we get γ\ = χ2> which implies that p is a metric

on M({Ek}). Let y, γn G ΛΊ({£*})» n G N. One can easily check that the following
statements (a) - (d) are equivalent:

(a) p(y^y)^^
(b) MΦj - Yn^Φj x) ̂  o, vy € N.
(c) M Yn)^ f(Φ*rY\ V/ G C*(£), 7 G N.

(d) f(γn) — >7(y), V/ G C0({£*}).
π-»oo

Indeed, (a) <O> (b) follows directly from (3.12), (b) O (c) follows from Theorem 3.2.
(c) =» (d) follows from the fact that f φ} = f if supp/ C Ej. (d) =Φ> (c) follows from
the fact that fφj G C0({£*}) for all / G Cb(E) and all y G N. Clearly, the equivalence
of (a) and (d) means that the topology induced by p is compatible with {£*}-vague

convergence for sequences. Also, since φjφj+\ - φj, the equivalence (a) 4> (b) implies

that p is separable since po is a separable metric on M(E). It remains to check the
last assertion. To this end we now assume that p is a complete metric on £, then p$

is complete on M(E). Let χn, n e N, be a /ό-Cauchy sequence in M({Ek\). Then
for each j G N, (φj χπ)rt€ΞN is a po-Cauchy sequence in M(E). Hence there exists
χω G M(E) such that p0(φj - γn, χ<») — * 0. Note that 0y+*</>y = φj for all y, k G N.

Hence by the uniqueness of the po-ϋmit one can easily check that

(3.13) φj γ(j+k} = χω, V / , ^ G N.

In particular, (3.13) implies χ(7) < χ(^+1) for all j G N. Hence one may define a posi-
tive Borel measure γ by

γ :=

Now (3.13) implies φj - Y = χ(y). Consequently, x G Λί({£jt}) and Po(φj γn,Φj

X) = Po(0/ Xn» X(y)) — ̂  0 for all j G N. Hence p(yrt, x) — ̂  0 and p is complete on
n— >oo n->oo

D

DEFINITION 3.7. The topology induced by (any) p as in (3.12) on ΛΊ({£*}) is
called the {£*}- vague topology.

3.3. The induced metric on TE Let E and .M({£*}) be as in the previous sec-
tion. Let ΓE be the subset of ΓE consisting of all γ such that χ({jc}) < 1 for all
xeE.

For a subset A of E we denote by ΘA the boundary of A. For γ G Λ4({£fc}), we
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set

Oγ := {A e E \ A open, A c Ek for some k and γ(3A) = 0}.

Lemma 3.8. For any γ € Λ4 ({£*}), Oγ forms a base for the topology of E.

Proof. For x e E and a > 0 we write

Ba(x):=[yeE\p(x,y)«x}.

For any x e E and 8 > 0, we can always find k e N and 0 < a < 8 such that

Ba(x) c Eic and y(9#α(jc)) = 0. Clearly, the totality of such Ba(x) forms a topological

base of E. D

Proposition 3.9. ΓE is an {Ek}-vaguely closed subset of M({Ek}).

Proof. Let p(γn, γ) -» 0 with γn e ΓE, for all n e N. Then yn(A) -» y(A) for

all A e Oγ. Hence y(A) e N for A e Oγ. Thus by monotone convergence γ(A) e N

for all open sets A. Applying the monotone class argument we see that y(A) € N for
all Borel subsets A of Ek, k e N. Hence γ e TE. D

From now on we give ΓE the trace topology induced by p.

Proposition 3.10. ΓE is a GS set in ΓE. More precisely, let

Uk := {γ e T E \ γ({x}) < 1 for all x e £*} (Ek := closure of Ek).

Then ΓE = Π teN ̂  and each Uk is open in ΓE.

Proof. Clearly, ΓE = fjjteN Uk. Let γ e Uk We set

β, := inf{/)(jc, y)\x,ye Ek, xjy, γ({x}) = χ({v}) = 1},

β2 := inffptt,^) I x e Eδ

k

k \~Ek, y([x}) > 1}

where 8k is specified by (3.10). Let a := (β\ Λ β2 Λ ίΛ)/5. Note that α > 0 since

y(Ek

k) < oo. For each x e E^ we define a function /* by

1 +α
(3.14) Λ(v) := — ^αW,α(v),

where ^βαU),α is specified by (3.3). Then fx(x) = 1 and/£ fx(y) γ(dy) < 1. Let γ' e

ΓE with p(χ, y') < 2~*~2α/(l +of). Then we have for c e E
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Therefore, /({*}) < 1, i.e., y' e Uk. Hence Uk is open in Γ£. D

Proposition 3.11. Assume that every x e E is an accumulation point of E\ [x],

then ΓE is p-dense in ΓE. (Hence our notation is justified.)

Proof. Let y e ΓE and a > 0. Take k e N large enough so that 2~(*~1) < α.
There are at most finitely many distinct points, say {*/ | 1 < / < n}9 such that *, e
£fc+ι and y ({*/}) > 0. Suppose that y ({*/}) = «/. Since £ is connected we can find n/
different and distinct points {jcty | 1 < j < n/} in E*+ι such that p(jc/, jf/y) < a/(2N),

where Λf := y^+i). Furthermore, we may assume that *//, 1 < i < Λ, 1 < j < ni9

are all different. We now set y' := Σi j£χij> £χu being the Dirac measure at the point

Xij. Then γ' E ΓE. Due to the fact that \gA,ε(
χ) ~ £/MθOI < P(X y) for all *, y e £

and all A e B(E), ε > 0, one can check that

Po(Φj ' Y, Φj ' Y') < «> for all 1 < j < k,

hence p(y, y7) < α. Since y e Γ^ and α > 0 were arbitrary, Γ# is /ό-dense in
D

4. Quasi-regularity and diffusions

In this section we shall specify conditions that ensure the quasi-regularity of the
Dirichlet form (£j, D(££)) on L2(Γ£;μ) from Theorem 2.6. Let (£, p) be a com-

plete separable metric space. We adopt the notation from Sections 1 and 2. We fix

a well-exhausting sequence (Ek)keN with (<5*)*eN as in (3.10). Let ΓE be equipped
with the {£*}-vague topology. Let (5, V) be as in Subsection 1.1 satisfying conditions

(P.I), (S.I) and also (S.2), (S.3) from Subsection 2.1. We assume, in addition, that V
consists of continuous functions. Let μ be a probability measure on B(ΓE) satisfying

(μ.l) and let σ^ e M({Ek\) be defined as

(4.1) σ^(Λ) := / γ(A) μ(dy), A e B(E).

Let (5Γ,^ΓC^°(P)) be as specified in (1.4) and assume that condition (SΓ.μ) from
Subsection 2.1 holds and that (ε^fΓC™'μ(D)) is closable on L2(ΓE;μ) (see Theo-

rem 2.6 for sufficient conditions). Let (£^, £>(££)) denote its closure. As before, once
we have fixed the measure σμ it is enough to assume that (S.I), (S.2), (S.3) hold out-

side a set of σμ-measure zero (cf. Remark 1.5 for details).

We shall see that the following condition implies that (££ , £>(££)) is quasi-regular:

(Q) There exist χ7 e V, χ7 > 0, j e N, and //„ : £ -* R, /, n e N, continuous such
that:

(i) sup/6N fin = p( - , yn) for all n € N and some dense subset
(yn I n e N} of E.
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(ii) There exists C e (0, oo) such that for all 7, /, n € N and all φ € C£°(R)

Xj (φ o fin) € V and S(Xj (φ o /,„)) < C sup(||?'||o6, Wloo)2(X; + S(Xy)1/2)2

(iii) For all & e N there exists j e N such that χ; = 1 on £*.
We shall see below that (Q) can even be relaxed (cf. condition (Q) in Subsection 4.3)
and that (Q) (resp. (Q)) can be easily checked in applications (cf. Subsection 4.5).

We note that since by condition (P.I) the set V forms an algebra, condition (Q)
(resp. (Q)) and a monotone class argument immediately implies that V and .FΓC£°(!})
is dense in Lp(£;σμ), Lp(ΓE\μ) respectively for all p e [1, oo).

4.1. Definition and a general criterion for quasi-regularity Under condi-
tion (Q) (resp. (Q) in Subsection 4.3) the definition of quasi-regularity given in [25,
Chap. IV, Def. 3.1] obviously simplifies as follows: (££, D(££)) on L2(Γ£;μ) is
quasi-regular if and only if the following condition holds:
(Q.I) There exists an £^-nest (&R)/I€N consisting of compact sets in Γ^.

We recall that a sequence (An)ne^ of closed subsets of ΓE is called an f^-nest, if

[F e D(Sl) I F = 0 on TE \ An for some n e N}

is dense in D(S^) w.r.t. the norm

II Her, := <,,(-, )1/2 := (££<-, 0 + ( , )L2(f£:ίt))
I/2

The following proposition provides an easy-to-check condition for the quasi-regularity
of (££, D(££)), which is that one needs a suitable "weakly differentiable" metric on

Proposition 4.1. Suppose there exists a bounded complete metric p on ΓE gen-
erating the (separable) {Ek\-vague topology such that for all γ € Γ£, p( , γ) e D(S^)
and SΓ(p( ,y)) < η μ-a.e. for some η e L^Γfi μ) (independent of γ). Then (Q.I)
holds.

Proof. The assertion follows directly from the proof of [32, Theorem 3.4]. For
the reader's convenience we repeat the main argument here: Let γn e Γ#, n E N, such
that [γn I n e N} is dense in Γ# w.r.t. the {E^J-vague topology. For each n € N define

Fn := inf p( , n).
1 <ι <n

By [32, Lemma 3.2] we know that

SΓ(Fn) < sup 5Γ(ρ( , Yi)) < η for all n e N.
\<i<n
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Hence by the Banach-Saks Theorem (see e.g. [25, Appendix A, Theorem 2.2])

:= jf Σ F»* ̂  F

for some subsequence (/u)*eN Hence by [25, Chap. Ill, Proposition 3.5] there exists
an Sμ -nest (An)neN such that

G# — > F uniformly on An for all n e N.
W-+00

Since Fk(γ) | 0 as k -> oo for all γ e ΓE, it follows that

Fk — > 0 uniformly on An for all n € N.
k-*oo

This implies that each An is uniformly /o-bounded. Since An is closed, /ό is complete,
and p generates the topology of ΓE, it follows that each An is compact. D

In Subsection 4.3 below we shall prove that (Q) (resp. (Q)) implies that the metric
p on ΓE defined in (3.12) for properly chosen c*, k € N, can be taken as the metric
p in Proposition 4.1

First we need some preparations.

4.2. A larger class of cylinder functions In this subsection we do not use
condition (Q) (resp. (Q)). We consider the following norm | |Γ on FΓC™'μ(D):

\F\Γ := (j S Γ ( F ) dμ\ + j \F\ dμ,, F e FΓC™'

Let V be the completion of CFΓC£°'μ(£>), | |r) The inclusion map i : CFΓC£°'μ(£>), | |r)
C (L!(Γ£;;μ), || Il/j(f£;μ)) extends uniquely to a continuous linear map i from V to

Ll(TE',μ).

Lemma 4.2. ί : V — > Ll(ΓE;μ) is one-to-one, i.e., V <^ Ll(ΓE',μ). Further-
more, SΓ extends uniquely to a bilinear continuous map from (V, | |r) χ (V, | |r) to

Proof. Let_Fn € J^C^CD), n e N, be a | - |Γ-Cauchy-sequence such that
Fn — > 0 in L l(ΓΈ;μ) as n -+ oo. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

SΓ(Fn - Fm) > (SΓ(Fn)
1'2 - 5Γ(Fm)'/2)2

for all n,m e N, hence (5(Fn))n€^ is a Cauchy-sequence in L^Γ^ μ), hence con-
verges to some Y in Ll(TE;μ). We have to show that Y = 0. So, let φ e C£°(R) such
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that α>(0) = 0 and φ'(Q) = 1. Then φ(Fn) —> 0 in L2(f ̂  μ) and by Lemma 1.4
Λ-K5O

SΓ(φ(Fn) ~ φ(Fm»

= φ'(Fa)
2 SΓ(Fn) + φ'(Fmf SΓ(Fm)

+ φ'(Fn)φ'(Fm)S(Fn-Fm)

—* 0 in L^Γε μ).
rt,m—κx>

Hence (because (££, FΓC™'μ(D)) is closable on L2(Γ£;μ)) we have that in Ll(ΓE;μ)

0 = lim SΓ(φ(Fn)) = lim φ'(Fn)
2 SΓ(Fn)n-»oo n->oo

= φ'(Q)2 Y = Y

where we used Lemma 1.4 again. D

Lemma 4.3. Let f e V. Then {/, •) 6 V and 5Γ({/, •» = (S(/), •)• /« particular,
condition (S.σβ) holds.

Proof. Let n € N and φn e C^°(R) such that 0 < φ'n < 1, φn(t) = ί for t €
[-n, n] and φn(t) = (n + l)signί on R \ [-n -2,n + 2]. Then φn((f, •)) €
^/ι({/» *)) —* {/»*> in ^!(Γ£;μ) as n -> oo and by definition for all w € N

which converges to (5(/), •) in L^Γ^ μ). Hence the assertion follows from Lemma
4.2 resp. assumption (SΓ .μ). D

Now we can consider the following norm on Dσμ :

\ f \ E := ( S(f)dσΛ + I/I

Note that by Lemma 4.3

(4.2) I/|E = |(/, )|Γ f o r a l l / 6 P σ μ .

Let V denote the completion of Γ>σμ w.r.t. | l^. Again the inclusion map i:(D°*\ - \ E )
C (Ll(E;σμ), \\ - ||L>(^;σ^)) extends uniquely to a continuous linear map / from T> to

Lemma 4.4. Ί : V -> Ll(E\σ^) is one-to-one, i.e., V C Ll(E\σμ). Further-
more, S extends uniquely to a bilinear continuous map from (£>, | |E) x (P, | |^) to
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Ll(E\σ*) satisfying (S.1)-(S.3) with V replaced by V.

Proof. Let fn e Vσ\ n e N, be a | - U-Cauchy sequence such that /„ -> 0 in
Ll(E\σ^) as n -> oo. By (4.2) it follows that ({/„, >)n€N is a | |Γ-Cauchy sequence in
V such that {/„, •) -> 0 in Ll(ΓE',μ) as n -> oo. Hence Lemma 4.2 and (4.2) imply
that \fn\E -+ 0 as n -* oo. The remaining parts of the assertion then easily follow
from (4.2). D

REMARK 4.5. Of course, the above arguments "to close square field operators"
are entirely standard. We repeated them here because usually the underlying space is
L2, whereas we had to work on L1.

Finally, we can now prove the result we are aiming for, i.e., that an enlarged
space of cylinder functions is contained in

Define

(4.3) ΓΓC?(D) := {#((/!, •), . . . , (/„, •)) I N e N,

/i, ... , fa σμ -versions of elements in £>,

g e C£°(R")}.

Proposition 4.6. fΓC^(D) c D(S£) and (1.4) holds for 5Γ with V replaced

by V. Furthermore, (/, •) € V and 5Γ((/, •» = (5(/), •> for all f e V.

Proof. Let F = g F ( ( f ι , •), . . . , (Λ, •» e FΓC™φ). Then for 1 < j < N there
are f f } € V, n E N, such that

nlim|/,.-/f|£=0,

hence by (4.2)

Consequently,

F(n) := gF((f["\ •),..., (fϊ\ •)) — > F in L2(Γ£;μ)
Π— >C5O

and for all n, m e N
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- F(m)) =

1,7=1

Γ

"-

-2 di
— ̂  0 in L !(Γ£;μ) as n,w ^̂  oo,

since 5(/f°, /]m)) — ̂  5(/ , /,-) for all 1 < ί, j < N in L^E σ'*) as n,m -> oo
by Lemma 4.4. The second part of the assertion is now obvious, while the last part
follows as in the proof of Lemma 4.3. D

The following result, which will be used below, is well-known for square field
operators on L2 (cf. e.g. [32, Lemma 3.2]). We need it, however, on L1. Since the
proof is slightly different, we include it here.

Lemma 4.7. Let /, g e V. Then:
(i) I/I G V and

\ S ( \ f \ , g ) \ < \ S ( f , g ) \ σ»-a.e.

(ii) / v g := sup(/, g) e V, f Λ g := inf(/, g) e V and
S(f v g) v 5(/_Λ g) < S(f) v S(g).

(iii) (/ - a)+ Λ c € Ί> for all c e [0, oo], a 6 R, and

:= / v 0.
(iv) Let x G T> and let un : E -> R be B-measurable such that χun G

n G N, un -> M σμ-a.e. as n -> oo, #m/ fΛere emto K G (0, oo) SMC/Z

1/2

ΓΛ^n xw G £> β«J

N
«. ^

Hn* —^ Xu as N -+ oo w.r.t. \ 1^,2
i N

k=l

for some subsequence (n^keN- In particular,

S(χu) <limsup5(χMπ).
w-^ oo
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(v) Let x e X>ΠL2(E;σμ) and let u : E -» R be B(E)-measurable such that for all
φ € C£°(R), x - (φ o u) e T> and for some C e (0, oo) (independent of φ)

S(χ -(φou))<C supdl^Ίloo, Woo)2(X + S(X)1/2)2.

Then x ((u - a)+ Λ c) € Ί) for all c e [0, oo), a e R, and

S(χ((u - of Λ c)) < (c v l)2C(χ + S(χ)1/2)2.

Proof, (i): For n e N let φn € C°°(R) such that φn(t) -+ \t\ as n -> oo for
all t e R, |̂ | < 1, φn(G) = 0, ^(ί) -+ sign/ as n -> oo for all t e R. (E.g. for
n e N take <$„ € C£°(R) such that 8n > 0, f 8n at = 1, 8n(t) = 5n(-ί) for all t e E,

supp<$n C] — 1/n, l/n[. Then define

:= / |r - j| «„(*) J5 - / | δΛ(s) ds, t e R.)

Then φ n ( f ) € T> by Lemma 4.4 and φn(f) -> |/| as n -> oo in Ll(E\σμ) (because

?>«(/) < I/I for all n € N). Furthermore, for all n, m € N by (S.I)

Consequently, (φn(f))neN is a | |tf-Cauchy sequence, so Lemma 4.4 implies that |/| 6
2λ Furthermore, by (S.I) we have in Ll(E;σμ)

|5(|/|, g)| = lim
n—»oo

= lim

(ii): Using that / v g = (l/2)(/ + g + \f - g\) and / Λ g = - sup(-/, -g), the
proof of (ii) can be deduced from (i) by exactly the same arguments as used in the
proof of Lemma 3.2 in [32].

(iii): For n € N we choose φn e C£°(R) such that φn(t) = t for t e [0, c), φn(t) =
-l/n for t e (-00, —2/n], φn(t) = c + l/n for t e (c + 2/n, oo), and 0 < φ'n < I.
Let φn(t) := φn(t -a)- φn(-a), t 6 R. Then φn(f) -+ (f - a)+ Λ c in Ll(E'9σ

μ) as
n ->> oo, and hence exactly the same arguments as in the proof of assertion (i) imply
(iii).

(iv): Let T>2 := (xu e Ί) Π L2(£; σμ) \ u : E -> R, β(£)-measurable} and let T>2

be the completion of Ί)ι w.r.t.

- 1 / 2

I X W | £ , 2 α
Then the embedding i : (T>2, \ - U,2) C (L2(E;σμ), || \\^(E;σ^ uniquely extends to
a continuous linear map Ί : T>2 ->- L2(£;σμ). 7 is one-to-one, i.e., T>2 C L2(£;σμ).
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(Indeed, if χun € T>ι, n E N, such that χun -» 0 as n -» oo in L2(E;σμ) and
S(χ(un — Mm)) -* 0 as n, w -> oo in L1(£;σμ), then XM Π ->> 0 as n -> oo in
Ll(E',σβ), since x 6 ^({^J). Hence by Lemma 4.4, £(/«*„) ->> 0 as n -» oo in
Ll(E',σμ).) Therefore, assertion (iv) follows immediately from the Banach-Saks Theo-

rem applied to the Hubert space (Ό, \ - \ε,2)
(v): For n e N we choose φn as in the proof of (iii). Then χφn(u) -> x ((M —

α)+ Λ c) in L2(E',σμ) as n -> oo and by assumption for all n e N

S(X&(iO) < (c v I)2 C (x + 5(χ)1/2)2.

Hence the assertions follows by (iv). D

4.3. A weakly differentίable metric on ΓE Below we shall use a weaker ver-
sion of condition (Q), namely with Ί) in (Q)(ii) replaced by the bigger set Ί) defined
in the previous subsection. We shall refer to this version as condition (Q). We recall
that 0jt, ft € N, in (3.12) was defined as

(4 4) Φk := —r--gEtA
Ok

where gεk,δk is as defined in (3.3) and £*, <$* is as in the introductory part of this
section. In this subsection we shall prove the following result.

Proposition 4.8. Assume condition (Q) holds. Set

/ r \- ι/2
Ck := ί 1 + / xjk dσμ \ 2~k/2, k e N,

where χjk is as in Lemma 4.10 below, and as in (3.12) define

(4.5) /δ(χι, χ2) := supc* ζ(fa(Φk Ύ\,Φk
k€N

Then p satisfies the conditions of Proposition 4.1 with

As a consequence of Propositions 4.1 (see also the discussion preceding it) and
4.8 we have:

Corollary 4.9. If condition (Q) holds, then (££, £>(££)) is quasi-regular.

For the proof of Proposition 4.8 we need several lemmas. We assume (Q) to hold
further on.
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Lemma 4.10. Let ε > 0, k e N, and A c E, A closed. Let jk e N such that
Xjk = 1 on Ejfc+i (where Xj , j € N, is as in assumption (Q)). Then φk gA,ε £ Ώ and

S(φkgA,ε)<xJk

where χjk := 2δ^lχjk [ S ( χ j k ) l / 2 + C(χjk + 5(χΛ)1/2)]2 wifΛ C as in assumption (Q).

Proof.

CLAIM. Let j e N. Then χy g^.ε € Ί) and

To prove the Claim we note that by Lemma 4.7 (ii), (v) and condition (Q) (see
also Lemma 4.4) for all ε e (0, oo), n, N e N

gNn := Xj(ε - sup /,; Λ ε) e T>

and

S(gNn) <(εv D2[S(χ, )1/2 + C(Xj + S(χ )1/2)]2 σ"-a.e.

Let n G N. Since by condition (Q), lim#-»oog/v/iOO = XjM(ε — p(x, yn) Λ ε) for all
x G E and in L2(£;σμ), we conclude by Lemma 4.7 (iv) that Xj(ε — p( , yn)/\ε) G V
and that

S(Xj(ε - />(•, yn) Λ ε)) < (ε v I)2 [S(χ, )1/2 + C(Xj + 5(χ7 )
1/2)]2 σ^-a.e.

By exactly the same arguments we then obtain that the same holds for χj(ε — p( , y)Λ
ε) for all y e E. Now pick a dense subset [xn \ n e N} of A and consider for N e N

W A T := sup χj(ε - />(•, Jcπ) Λ ε)
n<N

= Xj(ε- jnf p( , jc π )Λε).

Then by Lemma 4.7 (ii) and the above, M# G P and

S(«AT) < (fi v I)2 [Six,)1/2 + C(Xj + 5(χ7)
1/2)f .

Since M#(;C) -> χ7(jc)(ε -p(jc, Λ)Λε) as W -> oo for all c G £" and in L2(E;σμ)9 the
Claim follows by the definition of gA,ε (cf. (3.3)).
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Since χjk = 1 on EM, we have that

ΦkgA,ε = — I - (XΛ#£*Λ) * (Xjk8A,ε) .
Ok

Hence by the Claim and (S.I) (cf. Lemma 4.4)

(4.6)

and the assertion follows. D

Lemma 4.11. Let k e N, y0 e ΓE, and setf

^*(X) := ζ(MΦk γ,Φk- Xo)), X € TE

(with po as in (3.9)). Then Fk e £>(££) and

SΓ(Fk)<(χJk, ) μ-a.e.

Proof. Let A c E, A closed. By Lemma 4.10 and Proposition 4.6 \(φkgA,ε, •> -

(0*SΛ,ε,Xo) I €#(££) and

SΓ(I(0*S,4,*, •> - (ΛίΛ iβ, Xo)l) < (X^ •) μ-a.e.

(since 1 e £>(££) and 5Γ(1) = 0 by Remark 1.3). Hence by Proposition 4.6 and [32,

Lemma 3.2] for all n e N, £(supy.<π K&SA,,*,, •> - (ΦkgAhεr Xo)l) e D(££) and

(4.7) SΓ(ζ(sup\(φkgAj,εj, •) - (0*gA,,*, , Xo)D) < (X? , •) M-a.e.
7<«

where ( A j , ε7), y 6 N, are as specified in Corollary 3.3. Since ζ (sup7<n \(φkgAj,εj, Y)~

(ΦkgAj,εj, Xo)l) -> Fk(γ) as n -> oo for all γ e ΓE, and in L2(Γ£;μ), (4.7) and the
Banach-Saks Theorem implies the assertion. D

Proof of Proposition 4.8. Let χo e Γ£. Then by Lemma 4.11 for all k e N

SΓ(ckFk) < 2-*(l

< η μ-a.e.,

thus by [32, Lemma 3.2] for all n € N

SΓ(supckFk) < η μ-a.e.
k<n
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But supk<nCkFk -> p( , yo) as n -» oo μ-a.e. and in L2(Γ£;μ). Hence the assertion
follows by the Banach-Saks Theorem, since

\ I Λ J
*=1

4.4. Corresponding diffusions The following is now easy to prove:

Proposition 4.12. Assume that condition (Q) holds. Then (££, D(S^)) has the
local property (i.e., ££(F, G) = 0 provided F, G e £>(££) wiίΛ supp(|F|μ) Π
supp(|G|μ) = 0).

Proof. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it suffices to prove the following:

CLAIM. Let F e D(έ£). Then

SΓ(F) = 0 μ-a.e. on TE \ supp(|F| - μ).

To prove the claim we take G € £>(££) such that 0 < G < lf£\suPP(|F| μ) and G >
0 μ-a.e. on Γ^ \ supp(|F| μ). Such a function G exists by [25, Chap. V, Proposition
1.7] since (££, £>(££)) is quasi-regular. (In our case here we can actually prove by
similar arguments as in the previous subsection that p( , A) e D(£μ) for all A c Γ^,
so we can take G := p( , supp(|F| μ)) Λ 1.) Then GF = 0, hence

0 = SΓ(GF, F) = G5Γ(F) + F 5Γ(G, F),

therefore, 5Γ(F) = 0 on {G > 0} = ΓE \ supp(|F| μ). D

As a consequence of Proposition 4.12, Corollary 4.9, and [25, Chap.IV, Theorem
3.5, and Chap.V, Theorem 1.11] we now obtain the main result of this section.

Theorem 4.13. Assume that condition (Q) holds. Then there exists a conserva-
tive (strong Markov) diffusion process

M = (Ω, F, (F,),>0, (Θ,),>o, (Xr)/>o, (Pχ)χ€f £)

on ΓE (cf. [16]) which is properly associated with (££, D(£^)), i.e., for all (μ-versions
of) F G L2(Γ£; μ) and all t > 0 the function

(4.8) γ h+ PtF(γ) := F(X,)</PX, γ G:= ί F(Xt)JΩ
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is an Eμ-quasi-continuous version of exp(f//J)F, where H^ is the generator of
(££, £>(££)) (cf. [25, Chap. I, Sect. 2]). M is up to ^-equivalence unique (cf. [25,
Chap. IV, Sect. 6]). In particular, M is μ-symmetric (i.e., f G ptFdμ = f F ptG dμ
for all F, G : ΓE -+ R+, B(ΓE)-measurable) and has μ as an invariant measure.

4.5. Examples
4.5.1. Riemannian manifolds Consider the situation described in Subsections

1.4.1 resp. 2.4.1. We have already seen there that all assumptions except for (Q) made
in this section are fulfilled, if μ = πσ, resp. if μ is a Gibbs measure of Ruelle type. To
show that Corollary 4.9, Proposition 4.12, and Theorem 4.13 apply we have to verify
condition (Q) in this case.

Let us assume that our manifold E := X is complete, and let p be the distance
function on X coming from the Riemannian metric. Then the existence of χ7, j e N,
as in (Q) are guaranteed by the well-known Gaffney Lemma (cf. [11]). The functions
fk G £>, k e N, in (Q) can be taken to be in C£(X). Their existence is well-known
for large classes of (infinite dimensional) Finsler manifolds (cf. [17, Sect. 2] and ref-
erences therein). Clearly, then χjfk e Ί) for all 7, k e N, and (Q) (ii) follows from the
chain rule. Hence even condition (Q) holds in this case.

REMARK 4.14. The above result generalizes corresponding results in [29], [37].
But even in the special cases considered there our result is not covered by theirs, since
our Dirichlet forms a priori have a smaller domain. So, our quasi-regularity implies
theirs, but not vice versa. Whether the two domains actually coincide, is presently an
open problem.

4.5.2. The free loop space Consider the situation described in Subsections
1.4.2 resp. 2.4.2. Also here we already know that all our assumptions except for (Q)
are fulfilled e.g. if μ is the Poisson measure on ΓCQ&) (or if μ is one of the more
general measures described in Remark 2.11). That (Q) is valid can also be derived
from Proposition 2.8 in [17]. But its proof is based on a number of references contain-
ing substantial work on Finsler manifolds and, particularly, general classes of mapping
spaces as examples of such (cf. [10], [30], and [22]). So, we prefer to give a short
direct and complete proof here.

Let A: e N and let Ek (and Uk) be as in (1.17) and 8k := 1/2. Let χk e C^(Uk+\)
such that χk > 0 and χk = 1 on Uk. For j e N define χ, : C(Rd) -* R+ by

Xj(ω) := χ,(ω(0)), ω e C(Rd).

Clearly, χ7 e T> and (Q) (iii) holds. Furthermore, let [ωn \ n e N} be a dense subset
of £(Rd) w.r.t. the uniform norm || ||oo, and define for k, n e N, / e {1,... , d]

/Un(β>) := φ(xi(ω(sk) - ωn(sk))), ω e
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where φ e C£°(R) is a fixed odd function such that \φ\ < 2, 0 < φ' < 1, φ" < 0
on [0, oo), and φ(x) - x for x e [— 1, 1]. Furthermore, {s* | k e N} is a dense subset
of [0, 1] and xi ' : Rd -> R, 1 < i < d, are the standard coordinate functions (cf.
[7], [32, Subsection 4b)]). By [9, Lemma 5.2.2] it follows that (Q) (ii) holds for //,„,
/, n € N, if [fi,k,n I *, k, n e N} is renumbered appropriately. But obviously for all
n e N, ω e £(RJ)

sup Λ*,n(a>) = ||α> - βtolloo Λ 1.
l<ι<</
*eN

So, (Q) (i) holds for ρ(ω, ωr) := ||ω - α/|loo Λ 1, ω, ω

x e £(Άd). Taking this uniformly

equivalent metric, we see that (Q) holds and thus Corollary 4.9, Proposition 4.12, and
Theorem 4.13 apply.

Appendix

In this appendix we want to compare the {£*}-vague topology on Γ^ introduced
in Subsection 3.3 and the usual topology on configuration spaces described e.g. in
[36]. To this end let us set

ΓE> := (Y € ΓE \ γ(E \ Eh) = 0}, ke N.

For each k e N, there is a natural projection map pk : ΓE -> Γεk defined by /?*/ :=

Iεk Y The family of pk determines an injection map / : ΓE -> Π^eN^^* ^y settin§
I ( γ ) := (PkY)k^- We give each ΓEk the topology induced by p and give Π^€N

 Γεk

the product topology. Then / induces a topology (which below will be called the /*-
topology) on Γ^. For k € N and n e N, we set

Lemma A.I. Γ^} is both p-open and p-closed in ΓEk.

Proof. Let χ7 e Γ^}, j e N, and p(γh γ) — » 0 for some γ e ΓEk. Then

γ(Ek) - I φM dγ - lim I φ
JE J-+°°JE

j = n,

where 0Λ+ι is specified in (3.12). Hence Γ^} is closed. Let γ e Γ^} and γ' e Γ^ be
such that ρ(γ, γf) < 2~*~2. Then by (3.12) and (3.7) we have

\y(Ek) - γ'(Ek)\ < MΦM ' X, ΦM - Y') < 2k+l p(y, γ f ) < 1.

Hence π-1/2 < y'(^) < π+1/2. But y'(£*) must be an integer. Therefore /(£*) = n
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and γ' e Γ<?}. This means that (γ1 e ΓEk \ p(γ, y') < 2~k~2} c r£}. Since γ e r£}

was arbitrary, Γ^ is /o-open in ΓEk. D

For γ e Γ^} let {χ/(y) | 1 < / < n] be the n distinct points in Ek such that

X((X/(X)}) = 1 for all 1 < i < n. In [36] a metric on ΓJJ has been defined by

where Λπ is the permutation group on {1, 2,... , n}.

Lemma A.2. p and d^ generate the same topology on Γ^.

Proof. Since p restricted to Γ^} is equivalent to p0. We need only to compare

Po and d£\ Note that for gA,ε as in (3.4), we have \gA,εW - 8A,ε(y)\ < P(χ> j) f°Γ

all x, y e E. Hence for y, γ' e r£}

Consequently,

(A.1) MY, X') <

On the other hand, for fixed γ e Γ^ we set

For a < β let fx(ω) be defined as in (3.14). Let γ' € Γ^, po(γ, γ') < α/{2(l +α)}.
Then we have for each i

(A.2)

-/
l+a , 1

. y ) < '

Therefore, there must be some y satisfying

/o(X, (y), Xy(y')) < 2αr.
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Otherwise, we would have ]jΓJLj fXi(Y)(Xj(γ')) = 0, contradicting (A.2).
Since (A.2) holds for each 1 < / < n, hence d(^(γ, γ') < 2nct < 3mκ, which

means that

Since α < β was arbitrary, the po-topology is stronger than the ^n)-topology. This to-

gether with (A.I) implies that p$ and d^ generate the same topology on Γ^. D

The above Lemmas A.I and A.2 imply that the 7*-topology on ΓE coincides with

the topology described in [36]. We now give some remarks on the comparison between

the 7*-topology and jo-topology on F£.

Remark A.3. (i) It is easy to see that the p-topology is weaker (i.e., contains

less opens sets) than the /"-topology. But they do not coincide. For example, let x €
dEk for some k and take Jt, € £*, j e N, such that />(*/, x) - — > 0. Then (εXj)jew

converges to εx weakly and p(εxjjεx) — > 0. But (£JC,)J€N does not converge to εx in
J-+00 J

the 7*-topology. Because we have Pkεxj = εxj G Γ^ and pkεx = 0 e Γ^1, hence

and pκεvx are in two disconnected components of Γ^ (cf. Lemma A.I).

(ii) On the other hand the Portemanteau Theorem implies that the 7* -topology

and p-topology coincide on Γ| := [γ € ΓE \ γ(8Ek) = 0 for all k e N}. Note that in

the classical case Γ^ \ Γ^ is negligible w.r.t. Poisson measure.

(iii) Since both Γ(E) equipped with the p-topology and Γ(E) equipped with the

7*-topology are (topological) Lusin spaces and since the latter topology is finer than

the first, it follows that the corresponding Borel σ-fields coincide (cf. [35]).
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